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 Transforming ATC training: A journey into the world of extended reality 
 




    
 Skyguide is constantly optimizing the quality of its air traffic controller training and seeks to exploit technological trends. Consequently, research into innovative training methods is given high priority. Conventional synthetic training devices such as 360° tower simulators still have a solid place in training operations today. However, they are associated with challenges such as a shortage of resources, limited reality and cost-intensive operation. 

Extended reality (XR) represents a combination of natural and virtual environments and offers a promising way of addressing such challenges and opens up new potential in air traffic controller training. Skyguide is convinced that this technology will play a central role in the future and that the immersive quality of XR can provide trainees with a more engaging and realistic training experience.  
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 Visit us at the Airspace World where we present the results of the investigation of this joint initiative between Skyguide, and its partners UFA and BRUNNER Electronics. Gain first-hand insights into the challenges and successes encountered in the practical use of XR-based simulations. 



 



          Airspace World 2024 in Geneva
        

 
      19 – 21 March 2024, Booth J21
    
 
 Register now Register now    
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About the partners



 UFA

UFA, Inc. is a leading provider of air traffic control simulations, advanced voice technologies, and comprehensive airside training solutions for air navigation service providers (ANSPs), airport operators, military organizations, and educational institutions worldwide. Our solutions provide exceptionally realistic simulations, part-task training, and e-learning tools to support all aspects of air traffic control and airside driver training. UFA is committed to providing pioneering products and exceptional service to its valued customers and the aviation industry.

Headquartered in Burlington, MA, UFA also operates a facility outside of Washington, DC. ATCSim GmbH, a wholly owned subsidiary of UFA, has offices in Kaufbeuren and Mainz, Germany, ensuring seamless local support for UFA’s European customers. We also have offices in Canada and Singapore to serve our growing network of international customers.

https://www.ufainc.com

BRUNNER

With over 15 years experience in Simulation BRUNNER is one of the key players in the field of Control Loadings and has made its mark in the international simulation community.  

Innovation and dedication is not only BRUNNERs slogan, but also the companys philosophy consisting of a motivated team of highly qualified employees. The BRUNNER Team designs and manufactures the CLS Drop in devices of the future. With Simulators such as the NOVASIM MR BRUNNER has disrupted the Simulaton market in recent years and continues to be a leader with innovative solutions. Even in critical or highly demanding  use cases BRUNNER is a well established partner to achieve high level project objectives. Swiss made by BRUNNER with pride! 

https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss
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